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Abstract

Digital twin (DT) and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies are powerful enablers for Industry 4.0 toward sustainable resilient
manufacturing. Digital twins of machine tools and machining processes combine advanced digital techniques and production do-
main knowledge, facilitate the enhancement of agility, traceability, and resilience of production systems, and help machine tool
builders achieve a paradigm shift from one-time products provision to on-going service delivery. However, the adaptability and ac-
curacy of digital twins at the shopfloor level are restricted by heterogeneous data sources, modeling precision as well as uncertainties
from dynamical industrial environments. This article proposes a novel modeling framework to address these inadequacies by in-
depth integrating AI techniques and machine tool expertise using aggregated data along the product development process. A data
processing procedure is constructed to contextualize metadata sources from the design, planning, manufacturing, and quality stages
and link them into a digital thread. On this consistent data basis, a modeling pipeline is presented to incorporate production and
machine tool prior knowledge into AI development pipeline, while considering the multi-fidelity nature of data sources in dynamic
industrial circumstances. In terms of implementation, we first introduce our existing work for building digital twins of machine
tool and manufacturing process. Within this infrastructure, we developed a hybrid learning-based digital twin for manufacturing
process following proposed modeling framework and tested it in an external industrial project exemplarily for real-time workpiece
quality monitoring. The result indicates that the proposed hybrid learning-based digital twin enables learning uncertainties of the
interaction of machine tools and machining processes in real industrial environments, thus allows estimating and enhancing the
modeling reliability, depending on the data quality and accessibility. Prospectively, it also contributes to the reparametrization of
model parameters and to the adaptive process control.
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1. Introduction

Machine tools and metal-cutting techniques are the back-
bones of modern manufacturing and national industries. The
primary concern of production is to produce qualitative prod-
ucts in an available and productive fashion. Balancing these
partially contradictory objectives drives the emerging Indus-
try 4.0, in which machine tools and production procedures are
envisioned to be more interoperable, adaptive, and intelligent
[1, 2, 3] in order to optimize quality, productivity, and availabil-
ity in traditional production systems [4]. Compounded with the
increasing global climate and lessons learned from crisis peri-
ods, this financial aspect is being replaced to include sustainable
consideration of environmental, social, and governance aspects,
i.e., ESG factors [5]. Against this backdrop, new challenges
are raised for machine tools and production systems in order
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to confront this profound transformation toward sustainable re-
silient manufacturing. This requires the in-depth integration of
advanced digital techniques [6] and AI techniques to provide
machine tools and production systems with the forward pro-
cess and machine intelligence, and provide a fully-transparent
production fingerprint and process understanding that supports
human decision-making on the sustainable factors while main-
taining the profitability of manufacturing enterprises.

Digital twin (DT) and AI are powerful enablers for such a
profound shift [5]. A digital twin is a virtual representation of
an asset in the physical world with sufficient accuracy and in
(near) real-time [7, 8]. In the production context, DT virtually
maps machine tools and manufacturing processes from aggre-
gated data sources. Along with the progress in edge comput-
ing [9], fog computing [10], cyber-physical production systems
[11] and machine tools [12], AI-driven DT technique plays as
new driven-force to create value-added and service from ma-
chine data in the era of Industry 4.0 [5, 2]. Fig. 1 illustrates one
use case of using the DT to process-parallel predict workpiece
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Figure 1: Process-parallel prediction of workpiece quality via a digital process twin at the EMO Hannover 2019. Deployed machine: Chiron FZ 12. ©WZL-RWTH
Aachen, MT Analytics GmbH.

quality, where machining process with geometrically defined
cutting edges [13]) is simulated at micro/meso scale (within the
range of a few to a few hundred microns [14]) on the GPU
(graphics processing unit) via a real-time material removal sim-
ulation MRS) and advanced sensory solution and virtually mea-
sured directly in the digital environment. In this way, produc-
tion data is combined with machine tool and manufacturing pro-
cess expertise into simulation models that are continuously op-
timizing production planning and quality control cycle. There-
fore, in the ongoing structural transformation, the DT provides
practitioners with an on-demand and real-time capable analy-
sis foundation for enhancing the transparency and resilience of
production systems towards next-generation smart manufactur-
ing.

Despite various case studies [15, 16, 17] and proposed frame-
works for intelligent manufacturing systems and production
lines ([18, 19, 20, 21]), there are still several deficiencies that
hinder the practical implementation of DT and AI at the man-
ufacturing shopfloor. As the digital replica of the real manu-
facturing process, the foundation of the DT is the infrastructure
and data, the core is the modeling and algorithm, and the appli-
cation is the software and service. Therefore, from the modeling
aspect, challenges are concluded in the above three aspects that
are intertwined across these three levels (C1, C2, C3):

1. Heterogeneous data sources regarding the different avail-
ability, quality, and fidelity in the production context (foun-
dation level, C1). In general, labor experiments can deliver
more reliable labeling data under constrained conditions, their
amounts and manufacturing conditions are relatively limited.
Take the cutting force for example, additional sensor systems
like rotating measuring platforms and other advanced sensory
solutions exist mainly in demonstration machines and lab-
oratory environments, while in industrial environments, the
current-based force model is widely adopted instead of in-
stalling external sensors or expensive advanced sensory sys-
tems. Since the data has direct influences on the model findings,
processing procedures are required to contextualize and link
such various data types, while considering the multi-fidelity na-
ture of industrial data that differs in amounts, formats, features,
and coverage of manufacturing scenarios arising from separate

environments [5, 22, 23].

2. Modeling precision and efficiency owing to the coarse model
approximation, e.g., simplified assumptions of boundary con-
ditions or rough modeling resolution (core level, C2). To date,
certain machining phenomenons still remain open research top-
ics, especially the dynamics and damping issues of machine
tools [24], resulting the epistemic uncertainty of DT model-
ing. Moreover, the DT for manufacturing process is normally
a model chain consisting of several single models. The out-
put of the individual model is usually a latent variable that is
difficult or not possible to validate. The uncertainty is thus
carried over to the next modeling stage and the final results,
making the root cause analysis of model (re)-parameterization
difficult, especially when the final result does not reflect the
ground truth, e.g., the workpiece quality or remaining useful
life (RUL). This entails a systematic investigation of the DT
modeling approaches with uncertainties that include both pro-
cess variables and machining process.

3. Extending model boundaries to adapt to the changing in-
dustrial environments (application level, C3). Conventional
parametrization or numerical methods are either not flexible
or computationally efficient to dynamic boundary conditions,
which significantly restrict their implementation and servitiza-
tion in the industry. In addition, various conventional models,
e.g., cutting force models [24], are constrained to certain man-
ufacturing scenarios or machine tools and have to be iteratively
tuned to the optimized stage. Once the goal is reached, the pro-
cess parameters are utilized in mass production. However, due
to uncertainties in industrial environments (workpiece stock al-
lowance fluctuation, machine component and tool wear, etc.),
a question arises whether the process is robust enough over
time and continuously changing environment. The key is the
in-depth integration of prior knowledge and machine learning
/ AI techniques [25], namely hybrid learning-based models, to
learn stochastic effects from the real world, thus improving the
explainability and reliability.

We thus propose a hybrid learning-based modeling strategy
to tackle these three challenges. The main concern is how to
leverage data with a multitude of availability, quality, and fi-
delity to optimize DT modeling in different real manufacturing
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Figure 2: The motivation and objective of AI-driven digital process twins, modified from [5]. ©WZL-RWTH Aachen.

cases with different constraints, so that to provide practitioners
with a reliable and real-time analytical foundation for decision-
making regarding the traditional quality, availability, produc-
tivity, and the sustainability issues in the next-generation man-
ufacturing, as shown in Fig. 2. Concretely, the following con-
tributions of this work are concluded.

• A modeling framework consisting of a modeling pipeline
and a data processing procedure for integrating production
domain knowledge and AI technologies, while consider-
ing multi-fidelity data sources in industrial environments.

• An implementation architecture for hybrid learning model
chains as the model foundation for building the DT for
manufacturing process.

• Implementation of the proposed framework and methods
in the real manufacturing environment.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 describes the general
modeling approach for the machining process and the proposed
modeling framework through prior knowledge-embedded ma-
chine learning techniques. Section 4 first presents our imple-
mentation workflow of the DT machine tool and manufacturing
process, and then introduces a hybrid learning model chain as
the core unit for the workpiece quality. Section 5 introduces
the implementation of the proposed approach in an external in-
dustrial use case. Section 6 summarizes the work and future
research.

2. Related Work

The modeling foundation for DTs in machine tools and ma-
chining technologies can be traced back by the virtual ma-
chine tool techniques summarized by Altintas and Brecher [24],
where kinematic and dynamic analysis methods of machine
tools and the integrated simulation of machines and processes
were elaborated. Further basic components include spindles
[26], feed drives [27], metal cutting simulations [28]. These re-
search foundations provide the capability to predict production
results under controlled conditions. However, A-priori mod-
eling techniques encounter the dilemma of high parameteriza-
tion complexity, computational efficiency, and error-proneness
in disparate industrial setups.

Along with the development of Industry 4.0 and the in-
creasing computational power at the production field level, re-
cent research concentrated on combining live production data
with high-performance process models and advanced sensor
and soft sensing techniques. Within the infrastructure of cyber-
physical machine tools [29], stochastic implications from real-
world manufacturing environments can be coupled with high-
performance simulation models in a process-parallel manner,
enabling a rapid response to the physical production process.
Brecher et al. [30] demonstrated a material removal simulation
powered by the GPU in combination with a spindle-integrated
sensor (SIS) to simulate and estimate the virtual workpiece
quality in real-time. Similarly, Denkena et al. [31] proposed
a MRS-based approach with a cutting force-sensitive sensory
component of a machine tool for process monitoring. Altintas
and Aslan [32] proposed a method that uses a virtual machining
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system and a drive current-based cutting force model to monitor
the tool condition as well as the process stability. Schmucker et
al. [33] introduced an approach for online parametrization of
the cutting force model based on a pre-simulated material re-
moval model and synchronized with dynamic time warping and
Bayesian optimization. Although knowledge-based DT model-
ing endeavors to incorporate perturbations from physical pro-
cesses, their modeled insights are highly dependent on labori-
ous parameterization efforts as well as the discretization model
resolution, which is limited by workpiece and cutting tool char-
acteristics, as well as the hardware performance in practical use.

Networked production landscape and machine tools also con-
tribute to the development and exploitation of AI techniques
by providing novel approaches for building process variables
and quality indicators as inherent parts in DT for manufacturing
processes. Denkena et al. [34] applied a long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) NN taking drive current signals as inputs to recon-
struct the process cutting forces. On this basis, the tool deflec-
tion was compensated, thus optimizing the resulting workpiece
shape deviation. Brecher et al. [4] developed an artificial neural
network (ANN)-based cutting force model that combined ma-
chine internal data and the tool engagement map derived from
an MRS. However, the deployment of data-driven techniques in
industry is substantially restricted by the available datasets and
the robustness, generalizability, and explainability of training
models. The concept of informed ML techniques was proposed
to facilitate this dilemma [25], where prior knowledge in the
represented form of algebraic equations or logic rules is inte-
grated in the ML pipeline. Rahimi et al. [35] presented a hy-
brid learning approach for chatter detection, where an NN was
combined with a Kalman filter to online identify the unstable
vibrations. A study of using ontology and knowledge graphs to
scale the usability of ML in quality prediction was presented by
Zhou et al. [36]. Guo et al. [37] introduced a framework for
the automatic construction of machining processes knowledge
base, thus enhancing the process design. Friederich et al. [19]
presented a framework utilizing ML and process mining tech-
niques to automatically generate simulation models of manu-
facturing systems and continuously optimize and validate them.
Various research efforts on physics-informed machine learning
have been also conducted to investigate the feasibility of using
AI to address complex numerical problems, such as partial dif-
ferential equations, by embedding physics principles into NN
loss functions [38, 39, 40]. Huang et al. [5] proposed a roadmap
for incorporating AI techniques in multiscale/fidelity DTs with
multiscale/fidelity data sources. Alexopoulos el al. [41] pre-
sented a framework for developing DT-driven supervised ML
applications using synthetic datasets in manufacturing.

The digital thread is another key enabler for modeling the
DTs of manufacturing processes, since it links disparate sys-
tems across the product lifecycle and enables the connection,
unification, and orchestration of heterogeneous data throughout
the entire manufacturing process [42]. Hedberg et al. [43] de-
fine the digital thread as the ensemble of data that enables the
combination of model-based enterprise, manufacturing, and in-
spection and allows a seamless real-time collaborative project
development across the product lifecycle. Considering the data

security issues, Helu et al. [44] proposed a four-tiered reference
architecture for a digital thread that aims to integrate heteroge-
neous manufacturing and product lifecycle data. The proposed
architecture allows effective management and contextualization
of manufacturing data and hence enables knowledge generation
and decision-making support. Aiming to establish an industrial
Internet platform, Wang et al. [45] proposed a digital thread
that consists of a digital resource chain and an integrated infor-
mation chain to link all resource units and metadata. In their
case study, a dedicated digital thread throughout the compres-
sor assembly process was developed to improve production ef-
ficiency. Data interoperability is a critical issue in developing
the digital thread. It is commonly recognized that the develop-
ment of the digital thread should take advantage of existing in-
ternational standards for manufacturing [46]. Kwon et al. [47]
proposed a standards-based digital thread to fuse as-designed
data and as-inspected data based on ontology with knowledge
graphs. Various international standards such as STEP AP242,
G-code, MTConnect, and QIF were utilised to translate lifecy-
cle data and build an integrated knowledge base. Hedberg et
al. [48] introduced a graph-based approach to develop a digital
thread that links and traces data throughout the product lifecy-
cle, in which MTConnect and QIF were used to integrate the
machine data and quality data.

To briefly summarize, to our best knowledge, there exists
presently no industrially validated framework to build an AI-
driven and hybrid learning-based digital twin for machining
processes that systematically accommodates the model chain
and heterogeneous data sources in the production context.

3. Modeling Framework

This section first introduces the general framework hypothe-
sis (Sec. 3.1) for hybrid learning-based DT modeling for ma-
chining process and then describes our proposed framework
(Sec. 3.2) based thereon.

3.1. General Approach of DT Modeling for Machining Process
The machining process with geometrically defined cutting

edges is described via the cutter-workpiece engagement along
the trajectory in the interaction of machine and process. Con-
ventionally, the coupled simulation of drive control and process
model with the machine model uses time-consuming machine
structure dynamics and process model, normally in the form
of FEM (finite element method) and MBS (multibody simula-
tion), as well as the measured characteristics results for calibrat-
ing the numerical models regarding machine, tool, and work-
piece [24, 49]. Therefore, the corresponding DT modeling re-
quires certain simplifications to meet domain-specific real-time
requirements while retaining task-specific model granularities.
To this end, a general modeling strategy is first described.
Model foundation. The machining process is regarded as a
function φ : (T,C,W ) → W that maps the process-machine
interacted trajectory T of the cutters C to the workpiece W ,
where W is dynamically updated. The trajectory T is han-
dled as the superposition of the indirectly observed tool cen-
ter point (TCP) in the workpiece coordinate system (WCS)
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from the NC controller (TNC) and model estimated TCP de-
viation (∆T ), namely: T = Σ(TNC ,∆T ). The formerly ob-
served trajectory TNC is identified by the 5-axis transforma-
tion ϕ : (TMCS

NC ,κ) → TWCS
NC that converts the observed

NC position signals TMCS
NC from the machine coordinate sys-

tem (MCS) to the WCS according to the individual machine
kinematics configuration κ. The latter machine-process co-
effected TCP deviation ∆T is majorly contributed by the cut-
ting force-induced deviation ∆TF formulated by the function
τ : (F,K, TNC)→ ∆TF that takes cutting force F , TCP stiff-
ness K and position TNC as inputs, which are in turn identi-
fied by the corresponding models and metrology. So far, the
DT modeling can be processed via the GPU-enabled MRS that
calculates the cutter-workpiece engagement (φ) at micro/meso
scale in real-time on the live trajectory T revised by process
variable models. Conducting the virtual quality measurement
of the feature k is a function π : (W,V k) → q̂k that samples
virtual points q̂k from the digital workpiece W according to the
feature-specific virtual measuring path V k. The difference be-
tween the q̂k and the real measured result ∗

qk is considered as
the model uncertainty ∆qk.

Model evaluation. From the above, the final DT result W
can only be validated by comparing the quality features (q̂k,
∗
qk), and the DT outcomes (W , q̂k) are largely determined by
the precision of process variables and the discretized process
model. The uncertainties arise from individual modules, i.e.,
force F , stiffness K, and process model φ due to the simplified
modeling as well as the stochastic effects in the manufacturing
environment. These uncertainties (noted as ∆F , ∆K, ∆φ), or
the so-called residuals, are expected to be included in the indi-
vidual AI models, which take additional observation parameters
from internal machine signals and the external sensor system.
This enables us to quantify the uncertainty of each module, and
also the final model uncertainty ∆q, usually in the form of tol-
erance bands, by extending the individual model in the model
chain into an uncertainty model using AI methods to encompass
these residuals.

Model optimization. Apart from the force-induced displace-
ment TF , the trajectory deviation ∆T may contain further er-
rors regarding the machine, tool, and workpiece. Some of them
can be experimentally identified, e.g., the machine geometric-
kinematic error and tool runout (noted as ∆TExp). Others
such as thermoelastic error and workpiece deformation are
very process-dependent and difficultly measurable (noted as
∆TRes). In specific machining tasks, they are not negligible
and their implications for the final result should be estimated as
needed, i.e., when the virtual quality does not meet the required
manufacturing tolerance. The model can be adjusted with two
approaches. 1) Extending the model chain with hybrid learning-
based models (similar to ∆TF ) or with experimental models
(similar to ∆TExp) to cover these process-specific effects. 2)
Implicitly inclusion of these remaining effects by learning the
residual of the quality feedback. The strategy selection depends
on the practical requirements of model precision (acquired as
tolerance) and available/accessible data constricted by produc-
tion companies.

To summarize, the hybrid learning-based DT modeling for
the machining process is formulated as:

W = φ(Σ(TNC ,∆TF ,∆TExp,∆TRes), C,W ) (1)

The feature-specific virtual quality control is formulated as:

qk = π(φ(Σ(TNC ,∆TF ,∆TExp,∆TRes)
k, Ck,W ), V k) (2)

In the implementation, π is the virtual measuring machine
(VMM) model according to quality standards [50], φ is the
MRS model [28], C and W are discretized 3D models, nor-
mally in the form of tri-dexel or LDNI for the GPU parallel
computing [51]. V is the quality measuring path for the coor-
dinate measuring machine (CMM). ∆TNC is the transformed
online NC signals or offline NC traces. ∆TF is the result of hy-
brid learning models considering additional production signals
to include the cutting force and stiffness uncertainty identified
from spindles [26] and feed drives [27]. ∆TExp is experimen-
tally identified errors [52, 53], usually conducted once over a
long period (before the production ramp-up or during the main-
tenance). ∆TRes is the theoretically overlooked deviation and
can be implicitly covered in the case of the complete quality
measuring data. k stands for feature-related (data or models).
From the perspective of real performance, ∆TF contributes to
the major trajectory deviation and the final model uncertainty.
∆TExp and ∆TRes could be excluded from the DT modeling
in various manufacturing scenarios, but are sensitive to certain
machining cases. The treatment of these process-specific terms
depends on manufacturing requirements and available produc-
tion resources. Via certain simplifying and reconstructing co-
simulations of virtual machine tools and machining process
[24, 49], we define the general modeling strategy for hybrid
learning-based DT modeling for machining process that flexi-
bly adapts to dissimilar production scenarios as well as the pro-
duction data landscape. In the next section, we present our pro-
posed framework to handle these modeling pipelines and het-
erogeneous data sources involved.

3.2. Framework

Fig. 3 illustrates the general hybrid learning-based DT mod-
eling framework with the consideration of multi-fidelity data
sources based on the above modeling strategy. The frame-
work consists of three aspects: networked digital process chain
(Fig. 3a, Sec. 3.2.1), prior knowledge-based DT modeling
(Fig. 3b, Sec. 3.2.2), and prior knowledge-embedded ML mod-
eling (Fig. 3c, Sec. 3.2.3). These three modules address the
challenges of C1, C2, and C3, respectively, as summarized at
the beginning.

In essence, the concept builds on traditional domain
knowledge-based approaches (Fig. 3b) to extend a modeling
framework with the data-driven and ML techniques (Fig. 3c)
that encompass implications of extra parameters from dynamic
environments [54]. Consequently, each individual model in the
model chain is extended into an uncertainty model with a data-
driven component to account for certain effects overlooked in
the knowledge-based model. To optimize AI-driven DT devel-
opment and deployment, the DT modeling pipeline of an entire
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manufacturing process (Fig. 3b1), typically for one or multi-
ple workpieces (Eq. 1), is divided into series quality feature-
based sub-processes (Eq. 2) that can be directly accessed on-
demand (Fig. 3b2). As a result, AI-driven models are developed
efficiently by incorporating production domain prior knowl-
edge in a mini-batch fashion (Fig. 3c1), ensuring robust ML
training. Additionally, pre-trained ML models built from high-
fidelity datasets (e.g., laboratory data) or existing processes can
be transferred to an existing or new real industrial manufactur-
ing process with lower or medium fidelity data (Fig. 3c2). The
data foundation is contextualized data throughout the process
lifecycle (Fig. 3a). Now we describe each module in detail.

3.2.1. Networked Digital Process Chain
This module aims to achieve a networked data chain across

the production procedure (design, planning, process, quality)
that allows flexible handling of data as needed for DT modeling

in different cases. Available data for developing DT machining
processes derives from sensors in real-world environments, e.g.,
machine internal signals, as well as metadata silos and simula-
tion results from engineering software. In modern model-based
systems engineering (MBSE), a digital part is semantically de-
composed by machining features in conjunction with 3D ge-
ometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T). Similarly, a
CAM/NC program is parsed into a tree structure containing NC
line numbers. This makes it possible to link and match qual-
ity features and NC line blocks after conversion in a consistent
coordinate system. The result is a feature-aware detector for
tracking feature-related segments of NC traces that are acquired
from the NC controller and synchronized with external sensor
data if available (fusion normally based on reference signals or
data fusion algorithms like Kalman filter). Meanwhile, cutting
tools and zero-point exchange information are updated in NC
events. After connecting with quality data, the entire data chain
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is turned into a quality feature-based digital thread (networked
data chain). In other words, the unstructured data formats that
arise from disparate production stages are contextualized into a
set of tree structures that are interlinked according to the quality
features, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. This networked data chain fa-
cilitates straightforward feature-specific knowledge-based DT
modeling and the required data transformation operations in the
ML pipeline. When developing a specific hybrid training-based
model, feature-related datasets can further be extracted from
the digital thread as semi-structured data (CSV, JSON, XML,
etc.), thus enabling on-demand data provision from the meta-
data sources.

3.2.2. Hybrid Learning Approach: Domain Knowledge-based
DT Modeling

DT integrates the simulation of machine tools and metal-
cutting processes. Therefore, the modeling involves the pro-
cess variable modeling based on the machine tool and compo-
nents, such as process force, and stiffness, as well as the pro-
cess modeling based thereon, e.g., the MRS. This module de-
rives from the conventional knowledge-based approach (b1). In
the engineering implementation, a trade-off between the model
precision and computational efficiency of DT must be taken,
since the maximum discretization resolution that can be per-
formed is constrained by hardware performance. Moreover, a
DT is normally designed as a model chain that comprises mul-
tiple models, e.g., force model, stiffness model, and material
removal model (Eq. 1). Therefore, the primary concern in prac-
tice is the parameterization effort and the resulting uncertain-
ties under rapidly changing conditions. Thus, building on the
feature-based data chain (Sec. 3.2.1), we design a feature-based
modeling pipeline (b2), which shares the same modeling mod-
ules yet allows us to speed up the iterative parameterization or
process planning [55] while focusing on parts with imprecise
parameters. In addition, this decentralized model pipeline de-
sign ensures a targeted consideration of the quality feature as
frequently only certain elements (holes, edges, surfaces, etc.)
in the workpiece suffer from quality issues. Regarding the soft-
ware and model development and deployment, a configuration
toolset is also beneficial in order to flexibly adapt the model
and service mode (online, offline) according to manufacturing
scenarios with variable data accessibility.

Common presentations of prior knowledge in machining
modeling include the following types: 1) Simulation results,
e.g., FE models regarding machines’ stiffness. They contain
high model complexity and, in practice, may require model or-
der reduction techniques to achieve computational efficiency.
2) Experiment results, e.g., machine geometric-kinematic error
and thermo-elastic deformation. They are tailored to the single
machine and conducted only once over a protracted time period,
depending on machining and model precision requirements. 3)
Analytical models, e.g., the Kienzle model for cutting force,
the LuGre model for friction. They are fast calculation models
yet are normally parametrized according to specific cases. 4)
Hybrid models. They encapsulate several models to get better
performance and to meet more general situations. Prior knowl-
edge type 1 often requires type 2 for defining the boundary con-

dition. Due to the system complexity, they are performed once
over a given timespan and the parametrized models are stored as
lookup tables. Prior knowledge type 2 can combine type 3 into
experimental-analytical models as efficient substitutes for FE
models (type 1), e.g., for receptance coupling. Prior knowledge
types 3 and 4 may contain expert knowledge and are handled
with logical or condition rules.

3.2.3. Hybrid Learning Approach: Prior Knowledge-
Embedded ML Modeling

Following the quality feature-specific digital thread (a) and
DT process modeling (b), the prior knowledge is embedded into
AI approaches, e.g., neural network loss functions. It forces the
ML training process to obey prior constraints, thereby enabling
the uncertainty quantification of existing models and extending
the model boundary [39] (c1). Modeled outcomes from data-
driven approaches rely on the model granularity and complex-
ity of neural networks and ML models, as well as on industrial
datasets, which vary in availability, quality, and fidelity. Trans-
ferring or reusing ML models previously trained on data with
better accessibility and quality will enhance the real industrial
situation (c2). For instance, the current- or position-based force
model is extended into a hybrid learning model with the help
of force sensors and subsequently transferred into mass pro-
duction. Moreover, domain knowledge exists commonly im-
plicitly in a variety of domain-specific programs and software.
For complicated DT modeling like MRS, certain refinement is
instrumental to ensure that the production domain knowledge
is available for inclusion in ML models and pipelines, e.g.,
through the construction of rapid analytical computations or
high-fidelity surrogate models.

According to the roadmap for AI-driven DTs [5], the data-
driven techniques involved in the DT modeling can be broadly
divided into four categories: 1) Supervised learning, e.g., NN,
LSTM, and CNN, requires labeled data and can be used to build
soft sensors as substitutes for expensive sensory solutions. 2)
Unsupervised learning, e.g., clustering, requires no labeled data
and is suitable for tool wear and anomaly detection. 3) Rein-
forcement learning, e.g., Q-learning, is frequently designed for
process design and optimization. 4) Intelligent computational
method, e.g., adaptive filter, is efficient, optimal, and can be
used for online parameterization or combined with other ML
algorithms. Among them, supervised learning is still the most
robust and broadly used approach. Apart from using ML/NN to
build surrogate models (forward problems), parameter identifi-
cation in the machining system (inverse problems), e.g., the cut-
ting force or friction model, is another crucial means for build-
ing the hybrid learning model. For learning residuals of the en-
tire DT from the quality feedback, the refined prior knowledge
type 1 to 4 (lookup tables, analytical models, logical rules, etc.)
can be processed vectorially, and thus embedded as penalty or
regularization terms in the loss function of the model chain.
The associated feature-based training pipeline (c1 and c2) cor-
responds to Eq. 2, enables the selective treatment of faulty qual-
ity features, and optimizes the DT if necessary, thereby provid-
ing an analytical foundation for the optimization of the produc-
tion procedure.
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4. Implementation

This section first introduces the current implementation in-
frastructure of the DT machine tool and DT manufacturing pro-
cess at the WZL (Sec. 4.1), since the DT is a system more than
modeling. This infrastructure has been already set up for pro-
viding the necessary software and hardware modules for de-
ploying DT in different machining scenarios including turn-
ing, milling, and drilling. Within this general infrastructure, we
present hybrid learning modeling as the core unit for building
an AI-powered DT for quality monitoring (Sec. 4.2). The im-
plementation infrastructure (Sec. 4.1) and hybrid learning digi-
tal twin for machining process (Sec. 4.2) conform to the frame-
work hypothesis (Sec. 3.1) and proposed modeling framework
(Sec. 3.2), respectively.

4.1. Implementation of DT Machine Tool and Machining Pro-
cess at the WZL

Fig. 4 presents the current implementation infrastructure of
DT machine tool and machining process that have been de-
ployed in the machine park at the Laboratory for Machine Tools
and Production Engineering WZL of RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity. Within the future vision of the German Cluster of Ex-
cellence “Internet of Production”, infrastructure is to be estab-
lished that will provide a comprehensive analysis and collabo-
ration foundation for users in all production domains [56]. To
this end, WZL has set up a DT shop floor.

Data. We systematically gather and fuse data from different
data silos to build a comprehensive digital shadow of the man-
ufacturing systems. This contains design and simulation data,
planning data, manufacturing process data, and QM data. Re-
sults from design (digital part, tolerancing), planning (technol-
ogy parameters in NC programs), process, and quality (mea-
suring paths) are coupled into a semantic modeling workflow
[9] according to the digital process chain (Fig. 4a1) proposed in
Sec. 3.2.1, with the simulation result being interpolated depend-
ing on the TCP position [4]. Live production data (Fig. 4a2)
covers high-frequent machine-internal signals, i.e. motor cur-
rents, encoder feedback signals, PLC signals, and additional
sensor data such as spindle-integrated force sensor (SIS). Ma-
chine internal production data is recorded with a trace server
connected to the machine CNC with a standard sampling rate
of 500 Hz (up to 1000 Hz, dependent on the cycle time of the
position control loop) via manufacturer-specific interfaces [57].
Additional equipped sensors sampling software, e.g., SIS, is de-
ployed on a Beckhoff IPC. A data synchronization module is
used to adapt the internal and external data into a uniform data
stream based on the reference signals of the spindle [30] and
to transmit them to DT models via the MQTT communication
protocol. Other includes preprocessing software for the param-
eterization work of analytical models.

Model. DT describe the kinematics and dynamic characteris-
tics of production machines on the shop floor and their inter-
actions with the manufacturing process at a meso/micro scale
in domain-specific real-time. At the machine and component
level (Figure 4b1), relevant signals and indicators for condition

monitoring and predictive maintenance, such as spindle current
and feed drive forces, are estimated and logged. At the man-
ufacturing process level (Fig. 4b2), the manufacturing process
modeling (Sec. 3.1) is coupled with digital and domain knowl-
edge models, including a machine dynamic model, a workpiece
model, and models for cutting tools. In the graphically de-
scribed model chain (machine kinematic → cutting force →
stiffness → MRS) illustrated in Fig.4b1&b2, the actual TCP
during production is translated as a superposition of raw sam-
pled axis positions from controllers with deviations regarding
machine, tool, and workpiece, the latter are derived from sim-
ulations models and production data. In this way, a scalable
hybrid model chain is established, and meantime incorporates
the models across the whole digital process chain. We used an
XML-based semantic description to set up required model con-
figurations and interactions on-demand.

Service. Based on the feature-based digital thread (Fig. 4d1),
the DT modeling at the machine and process level enables the
condition monitoring of machine components (Fig. 4d2) and
cutting tools (Fig. 4d3) as well as the quality monitoring of
workpiece (Fig. 4d4) at the production line. Cutting models
on the spindle and friction models are used for condition mon-
itoring and predictive maintenance. The spindle force/cutting
model is one of the most critical factors for estimating the pro-
cess. However, external force sensors are either not robust to
the harsh metal cutting environments, or they could change the
dynamic behavior of machines, leading to unstable process and
quality issues. Many force models are proposed in previous re-
search, including classic motor current-based, novel ANN, and
advanced sensory-based. Specifically, we developed a force
model based on contactless eddy current sensors, that are in-
tegrated into the spindle-integrated sensor, in order to reliably
estimate cutting forces on the tooltip while maintaining the dy-
namic behavior of machines tools [30]. The force model is
then coupled with a high-performance cutting process simula-
tion [4] or a high-fidelity edge computing-powered analytical
model [9] that is used for tool wear monitoring and workpiece
quality monitoring. The real-time generated DT workpiece, to-
gether with the machine and tool condition, can be further in-
corporated into an integrated platform (Fig. 4d5) [58] that pro-
vides practitioners with additional process information and un-
derstanding, thus facilitating them to make decisions based on
the achieved machine and process transparency.

4.2. Hybrid Learning Digital Twin Modeling for Manufactur-
ing Processes

While the general infrastructure constitutes the foundation
for conducting the overall DT for machine tools and manufac-
turing processes, this subsection details the hybrid learning DT
modeling for virtual quality evaluation according to the pro-
posed modeling framework (Sec. 3.2). Concretely, it contains
a production data processing toolset and an implementation ar-
chitecture for the hybrid learning model chain along with its
conceptual realization.
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Figure 4: Implementation of digital twin machine tool and machining process at the WZL. ©WZL-RWTH Aachen. Images d2-d4 ©MT Analytics GmbH.

4.2.1. Networked Digital Process Chain
To achieve a consistent data foundation, we have developed

several data preprocessing toolsets to semantically represent
and interlink metadata sources across the digital process chain
based on the MBSE. They enable to flexibly process data for-
mats in dissimilar industrial cases.

One main part is the STEP parser for contextualizing the cur-
rent AP 242 protocol. This part utilizes product and manufac-
turing information (PMI) as the bridge for the automatic detec-
tion and linking of the quality feature and the belong the meta-
data sources. PMI provides graphical and schematic representa-
tions of 3D geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T),
as well as associated quality features and geometries, which are
are comprised in the up-to-date STEP AP 242. The geomet-
ric features are extracted into a parametric model that is then
used to construct a bounding box leading to the automatic gen-
erate a feature-specific digital thread. Additionally, we devel-
oped a controller-independent NC parser to contextualize the
NC programs, e.g., from Siemens and Fanuc. First, we define
the standard ISO regex pattern for the fundamental functions.
Then, controller-specific instructions are extended in each sep-
arate module. Afterward, we leverage ANTLR [59] to generate

parsers regarding NC controllers. NC instructions from main-
stream controllers are converted into internally defined motion
instructions in the form of a tree structure, where each knot
has the position, instruction, and NC line number information.
Specifically, the machine kinematic and tool table information
is optionally integrated to ensure the simulation of NC traces.
Likewise, NC traces and virtual quality paths can be connected
if they are available prior to the manufacturing, e.g., from the
production ramp-up phase.

Moreover, coordinate systems are usually changed in differ-
ent stages of production. This information can be extracted
from CLSF files or other formats depending on the individ-
ual software. The consistent coordinate system contributes to
automatically detecting and linking contextualized metadata si-
los through the collision detection of bounding boxes derived
from parametric quality features. The bounding box is defined
as “bounding volume” in this work, as its type is able to be
parametrized in other forms, e.g., cylinder, the size of which
is determined by the tool radius. The result from the design
and planning stage is thus a feature-based detector and descrip-
tor that can either be used online to track the live NC traces of
targeted regions (process) according to NC line numbers or of-
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Figure 5: Contextualized STEP file, NC paths, and the bounding volumes.

fline to generate a consistent feature-related dataset containing
the process or/and quality data for training the hybrid learn-
ing DT. In this way, heterogeneous data sources are networked
into a digital thread, leading to atomized tracking and opera-
tion. Fig. 5 shows the match and linking results. An illustration
of the linked digital thread including NC traces (process) and
virtual quality paths (quality) will be shown in the next section
in the case of a real industrial project.

4.2.2. Hybrid Learning Model Chain for Manufacturing Pro-
cess

Fig. 6 represents the hybrid modeling implementation archi-
tecture leveraged in a DT for process-parallel virtual quality
evaluation. In the current modeling foundation, each TCP is
treated as a superposition of NC traces sampled from the ma-
chine NC controller and modeled evaluated deviations. The
TCP deviation ∆x induced by the process force is determined
from the cutting force F (Fig. 6A) and stiffness K (Fig. 6B)
that vary from machines, tools, and workpieces: ∆xx

∆xy

∆xz

 · (Kx,Ky,Kz) =

 Fx

Fy

Fz

 (3)

The overlaying TCPs are as input feed in a GPU-powered
machining removal simulation followed by a virtual measur-
ing machine (Fig. 6C). In real-world operations, uncertainties
in each process variable modeling stage are propagated to the
outcome and could inhibit the real acceptance of using DT in
industrial cases. Hence, we propose a hybrid learning model
chain concept for building an AI-enabled DT according to the
proposed modeling framework, in which individual submodule
(A, B, and C) is extended into an uncertainty model predicted
by AI methods (in red).

We have first established the overall implementation foun-
dation so that it is scalable to disparate manufacturing cases,
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Figure 6: Implementation architecture for the hybrid learning digital twin mod-
eling.

and continuously refined the submodule according to accessi-
ble datasets. Specifically, we implemented AI modeling of cut-
ting forces from one machining process equipped with force
sensors and applied it to the normal industrial cases (UQ for
Fig. 6A) while taking into account uncertainties arising from
other submodules. In engineering practice, the stiffness of ma-
chine axes is determined with a reference tool. The position-
dependent TCP stiffness is interpolated via the lookup table,
whereby the three-dimensional machine axis value in the de-
scribed workspace is coupled with the tool-specific static stiff-
ness. The corresponding stiffness values are determined via FE,
experimental-analytical or metrological models, depending on
data availability, since the FE of machines can also be confiden-
tial products in industrial projects. However, when considering
that the workpiece and other unidentified damping values also
influence the deflection at the TCP, whose stiffness could range
by up to 25% depending on measuring uncertainty as well as
transient effects during machining, it is difficult to precisely
describe the stiffness behavior with a constant value (UQ for
Fig. 6B). Moreover, we developed a high-fidelity feature-based
analytical model to eliminate the discretization error induced
by the process model as needed (Fig. 6C). The estimated un-
certainty was treated as tolerance bands for the final estimated
outcome. In this way, the implication of uncertainty in each in-
dividual submodule is identified and can be extended prospec-
tively. Finally, we investigate the potential to reduce the uncer-
tainty of the entire model chain by learning the residual between
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the virtual and real quality data.

Cutting Force Modeling. The cutting force is one of the most
essential indicators for a machining process. The cutting force
is normally acquired during production with effort. The instal-
lation of external sensors brings additional costs and potentially
changes the machine structure. Hence, a force model based on
machine internal data has been developed for identifying the
axis load according to the machine behavior. This includes the
friction ffric(x, v), inertia force facc(a), position dependent
error of the feed drive axes fsp(x), and a position dependent
coefficient kenc [60].

Fphy = kenc(x)(δx− ffric(x, ẋ)− facc(ẍ)− fsp(x)) (4)

All these model parameters (kenc, ffric, facc, fsp) are ob-
tained by reference movements on the machine and are sub-
jected to a certain degree of uncertainty. Moreover, the trans-
mission behavior between the sampled signals and TCP has
an influence on the prediction accuracy. To incorporate these
disturbances from real processes, this physical part is extended
into an uncertainty model that takes additional inputs from ma-
chine internal signals. The loss function JF of the correspond-
ing NN is formulated as [61]:

JF = argminMSE(FNN (X)+λ(Fphy)−Fsensor) (5)

where X are additional observation parameters including axis
currents and spindle currents. In addition, the NN can pa-
rameterize the model parameters online by extending the out-
put to 4 additional parameters, and correspondingly more test
datasets under different processing scenarios are required. Re-
garding the NN design, our experimental results have indicated
that NNs with the capability of learning time series features,
such as the LSTM, gate recurrent unit (GRU), and temporal
convolutional neural network (TCN), have demonstrated su-
perior performance than the conventional fully connected net-
work (FCN). However, a shallow FCN can as well provide reli-
able cutting force estimation when incorporating the MRS [4].
Hence, for the prior knowledge-embedded machine learning,
the construction of the NN depends on the data set on the one
hand and the form and quality of prior knowledge on the other
hand.
Process Modeling. Current approach leverages the MRS to
generate a DT workpiece and predict the surface quality Q by
virtual metrology. The result needs to be meticulously eval-
uated due to the discretization-induced error in the MRS that
uses the discrete model, the so-called tri-dexel model. To better
distinguish the implication of the force model and the varying
stiffness, we implemented an edge computing-powered, gener-
alized analytical model VMME (Virtual Measuring Machine at
the Edge) for arbitrary features µ to estimate the virtual quality
Qk [9] as the nominal result of the discrete approach (MRS):

Qk = µ(
∑

(xk,∆xk), Ck, V k)) (6)

where µ is a quality feature-specific function that estimates in-
tersected points based on the TCP trajectory x, the pose of the
cutter model C, and virtual measuring paths V . The convention

k stands for the quality feature enabled by the feature-based
digital thread (Sec. 4.2.1). The pseudocode is described in Al-
gorithm 1. The convention x̂k denotes the traces with the final
contour relevance.

Algorithm 1 VMME [9]
Input: xk, ∆xk, Ck, V k

Output: Q̂k , x̂k, ∆x̂k

1: procedure GETVMMFINGERPRINT
2: for each point V k

i in V k do
3: Init(Q̂k

i , x̂
k
i ,∆x̂k

i )
4: for each point xk

i in xk do
5: if Distance(V k

i , xk
i ) ≦ Radius(Ck) then

6: Re,i ← Engagement(V k
i , xk

i ,∆xk
i )

7: Q̃k
i ← RayTracing(V k

i , xk
i ,∆xk

i , Re,i)

8: Q̂k
i ← Update(Q̂k

i , Q̃
k
i )

9: (x̂k
i ,∆x̂k

i )← Update(xk
i ,∆xk

i )
10: end if
11: end for
12: Q̂k ← Append(Q̂k

i )
13: (x̂k,∆x̂k)← Append(x̂k

i ,∆x̂k
i )

14: end for
15: end procedure

The model retains the same inputs and parameter model-
ing as the MRS, but is no longer associated with the resolu-
tion of the digital workpiece. Consequently, the analytical re-
sults do not exhibit the peak effect from dexel-based models,
as shown in Fig. 7. While the analytical model VMME shows
superior performance as MRS in normal quality features, it suf-
fers the drawback of increasing parametrization efforts when
confronting with high-complex contours, e.g., free-form in the
five-axis machining, whereas quality monitoring of these con-
tours remains as an open research issue. One way to enhance
the model is to perform adaptive spatial partitioning according
to the feature property (knowledge-based). Another approach
is to construct a hybrid learning process model that learns the
uncertainty from its own rough approximation by continuously
comparing the gap between the discrete and analytical model
results (AI-based).
Evaluation and Optimization. Based on the previous out-
comes, the quality uncertainty (QU) ∆Qk can be estimated
from the unconfident TCP deviation ∆x derived from the un-
certainty part of the process variables F and K:

Qk ±∆Qk = µ(
∑

(xk,∆xk), Ck, V k) (7)

With ∆x = (F ±∆F )/(K ±∆K) (8)

When the measuring data is in an adequate extent, i.e., a com-
plete CMM data instead of a mean value from statistical process
control (SPC), the hybrid learning model chain empowers the
ability of DT to learn the residual from real inspection data that
in order to implicitly compensate the transient effects in a flex-
ible way.

Generally, each visually sampled point on the digital part
can be seen as the function of the high-dimension inputs of
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Figure 7: Comparison of estimated workpiece quality using the MRS and
VMME.

the corresponding real production data containing machine in-
ternal signals. The NN learns thus residual from real inspec-
tion data in order to implicitly compensate for the transient ef-
fects in a flexible way. Note that is this process is normally not
straightforward, as the measuring paths and NC traces are not
1:1 mapped. Owing to the knowledge-based process modeling,
this relationship can be established, facilitating a hybrid learn-
ing approach. In data-driven modeling, temporal and spatial
features are to be learned by leveraging corresponding func-
tional modules such as LSTM and CNN. The concrete mod-
ule selection and design are still tailored to the manufacturing
scenario. By incorporating the process model into the ML, a
generalized loss function JQ is formulated as:

JQ = argminMSE(Qk
NN +Qk

phy −Qk
sensor) (9)

where Qsensor is the CMM data, Qphy is the domain
knowledge-based modeled outcome from DT, QNN is the data-
driven part that learns the uncertainty. This approach provides
an implicit way to flexibly cover the systematic model uncer-
tainty. However, acquiring and saving the full quality path is
relatively rare in industry. Therefore, disparate approaches are
used according to the data availability in practice.

5. Use Case

This section presents an external industrial use case of the
proposed approach for machining the surface of a pumping
casting. To meet the target quality tolerance (0.03 mm flat-
ness), a roughing tool was initially taken to quickly remove
the raw material of the casting. A finishing cutter was subse-
quently utilized to achieve the final surface shape. Due to the
vagaries of the proceeding casting operation, such as disparate
stock allowances, subsurface porosity, trimming and washings,
the machining status of the process may not be invariant for all
parts. To this end, we have developed a DT for manufacturing
process to simulate the machining process and the associated
uncertainty in a process-parallel manner. We estimate the vir-
tual quality and its upper and lower tolerance bands to check
whether they are within the required tolerance range.

5.1. Networked Digital Thread

Figure 8: The feature-based digital thread of contextualized metadata sources
across the manufacturing procedure: design, planning, NC process, and quality
inspection.

In the first step, we processed and interlinked heteroge-
neous metadata sources across manufacturing procedures: de-
sign, planning, NC processes, and quality inspection. Using
the proposed data processing procedure (Sec. 3.2.1) and toolset
(Sec. 4.2.1), the PMI in conjunction with the referenced qual-
ity geometry (red region in Fig. 8 was extracted from the STEP
data format in the actual AP 242 edition and converted into a
parametric model (design). Virtual measurement paths (qual-
ity) and NC traces (process) containing NC line numbers (plan-
ning) were also processed with the zero point transformation
(e.g., from CLSF files) and the 5-axis kinematic transforma-
tion, in order to exist in a consistent coordinate system. Then,
the bounding volume was generated based on the parametric
model and the involved tool radius, where the tool ID in use
is available in the NC events associated with NC traces. After
the collision detection for the graphically represented data, all
potential traces that can affect the machining feature, includ-
ing the approach and retraction of cutting tools, are included
and can be processed into a consistent dataset in CSV format.
Fig. 9 illustrates the linked data of a flatness feature enabled by
the digital thread.

5.2. Hybrid Learning Model Chain
The prototypical model chain has been developed according

to the hybrid learning DT architecture (Sec. 4.2.2). In nor-
mal industrial commissioning and manufacturing, production
machines (DMC-80H-Linear) are not equipped with external
force sensors. Hence, a position deviation-based force model
was leveraged to estimate this expensively measurable process
variable. The force model-entailed uncertainty is compensated
with a data-driven part that was pre-trained on another dataset
in the laboratory environment using the force measuring plat-
form. The uncertainty in this stage ∆F is then combined with
the imputed process variable stiffness ∆K and counterbalanced
process model µ, culminating the UQ of the overall model chain
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Figure 9: Linked data as the foundation for developing a hybrid learning model chain.

Figure 10: Structure of the VMMNet.

∆Q. Finally, we investigated the potential to reduce the quality
uncertainty (UQ) of the hybrid learning model chain by com-
paring the real inspection data of a manufactured part taken
from the company.

5.2.1. Hybrid Learning Force Model
We first identified the parameters of the force model on

the machine tool DMC-80H-Linear in use and treated the
parametrization results in the form of look-up tables, which is
a typical approach for parameterizing complex systems in en-
gineering practice. As mentioned previously, the force model
entails some uncertainty and for this part, the main force com-
ponent is in the z-axis direction as it affects directly the sur-
face. To estimate the uncertain component Fz , we constructed
an LSTM block with a sequence length of 32 followed by a
trivial fully connected neural network (FCN) with two hidden

layers and 300 hidden neurons on each layer and took z-axis
current and spindle current (in the machine coordinate system)
as additional inputs. Afterward, we incorporated the physical
part into the loss function of the NN and trained this physics-
embedded NN on the dataset of a training part, where a force
measuring platform was utilized to accurately obtain the cutting
force. Note that the machine in manufacturing companies is not
equipped with force sensors and has a fully disparate workpiece
(Fig. 11). The cutting force modeling uncertainty ∆F is there-
fore defined as the bias between the predicted force from the
hybrid learning model and the existing force model. In this im-
plementation, the force uncertainty is equal to the FNN , how-
ever, when extending the output to additional four parameters
(for the purpose of online parametrization), this result could
change as the physical part is also adapted online.

The outcome of the hybrid force model is combined with the
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Figure 11: Transfer of the pre-trained force model into the hybrid model chain.

stiffness and feature-based process model to predict the final
quality uncertainty. In this way, we obtain the final modeling
findings and their tolerance intervals as a basis for decision-
making. We now discuss the potential of the model chain for
learning residuals of DT and finally compare the modeling re-
sults under these two data availabilities (without/without com-
plete quality paths).

∆F = FNN (10)

5.2.2. Evaluation and Optimization
When the available quality data is a fully sampled path in-

stead of the single mean and variance value, the DT can learn
the system residual by comparing the virtual and real inspec-
tion data, implicitly compensating for neglected effects of the
model chain. This reduces the overall uncertainty of the DT
and extends the reliable predictable quality features to include
the higher order varieties such as waviness and roughness while
remaining the model resolution and computational efficiency.
Data Preparation. As the first step, the existing dataset needs
to be further processed in order to map the dissimilar-sized ma-
chine trace data and quality data exactly 1:1. We achieve this by
leveraging the outputs from the process modeling µ, where the
virtual quality path with related NC traces are used as inputs and
interlinked to the real inspection results. Domain knowledge-
based modeling serves in this context as a smart data container
for carrying refined production data. Consequently, the refined
dataset enables full traceability at an atomic scale, and each
sampled quality data is linked to production data and real pro-
duction resources including corresponding NC line numbers
and cutting tools. Fig. 9 illustrates the linked data that de-
scribes the relationship between the quality path and NC traces
with the final contour relevance. It should be noted that an NC
tracepoint may involve multiple spatial quality points because
the quality path has more sample points compared to the NC
trace. Hence, NC traces of the whole workpiece (28078 sample
points) were first extracted into the traces of interest (3733 sam-
ple points) from the previous feature-based processing proce-
dure (Sec. 5.1), and then 1:1 remapped according to the CMM
data (8041 sample points).
DT Modeling. After the data preparation, we designed an
LSTM + CNN + FCN network (VMMNet) to learn the transient
effects and implicit relationships that were overlooked in the

model chain, as illustrated in Fig. 10. The trial network encom-
passes a temporal LSTM module and a spatial CNN module to
learn the sequence- and position-dependent features, which are
then concatenated into an FCN with 4 hidden layers with the ob-
jective to reduce the ∆z of the quality data. The temporal mod-
ule takes 9 inputs including TCP positions (x,y,z), cutting force
(fx, fy, fz), axis current and one order difference (zc, vc), and
spindle current (sc). The spatial module takes 2 inputs includ-
ing the TCP position x and y, representing the working area.
These features are constructed to cover the position-dependent
stiffness, dynamic force and associated effects, which are seen
as a high-dimension mapping to the resulting difference ∆z.
Regarding model training, we divided 90% of the whole qual-
ity path into 7 sections (illustrated in different colors in Fig.9)
and chose one section (Section 7 with 1063 points) together
with the rest 10% part as test data (1985 points totally). In this
manner, we implemented the 80/20 splitting strategy as CNN
requires normally massive data amounts and sophisticated tran-
sient effects are intertwined in both temporal and spatial terms.
Moreover, regarding the knowledge-based modeling, we have
implemented the classical Altintas motor current-based force
model combining with our process model VMME (Sec. 4.2.2)
as the reference.

Comparison. Table 1 shows the RMSE of the trial results.
Both domain knowledge-based DT modeling approaches have
already provided satisfactory results, with our existing model
performing slightly superior to the classical model. In com-
parison, hybrid learning-based DT modeling allows the evalua-
tion of the existing model uncertainties and further optimiza-
tion of existing residuals with feedback from the quality re-
sults. The 3D results are illustrated in Fig. 12, where CMM
(green), VMME (blue), and VMMNet (red) have shown the rea-
sonable consistency. This indicates the potential of enhancing
the overall DT modeling boundary while maintaining the model
explainability and robustness. We now compare the hybrid
learning-based results in two cases, namely with and without
the feedback of real inspection data, illustrated in Fig. 13. The
upper and lower forward estimated quality uncertainty (yellow)
are between± 7 µm. This falls within the industry’s desired tol-
erance range ( ± 15 µm), indicating that practitioners can trust
the virtual quality estimated by the DT. Similar tool marks also
demonstrated the consistency between simulated and real out-
comes. The modeling result with the CMM feedback has shown
superior performance in some detailed regions. These are not
necessarily relevant to the demonstrated feature (flatness), how-
ever, are vital for the prediction of higher-order features such as
waviness and roughness.

Interpretation. Fig. 14 illustrates the coherence of observation
parameters (motor current, NC trace) and model-identified pro-
cess variables (cutting force and trace deviation) of the targeted
quality feature. The time series observation parameters ac-
quired from the edge device (Sinumerik Edge) are linked to the
position-dependent quality measuring path, illustrated in Fig. 9.
The model-identified process variables interpret the uncertainty
of each module (force, stiffness, in medium and light blue, re-
spectively) as well as the uncertainty of the entire model chain
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Figure 12: DT results with UQ. Measured and modeled flatness of the selected surface.

Figure 13: Comparing with results from separate DT models.

RMSE (µm) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 Section 5 Section 6 Test Section
Domain Knowledge-Based (classical model) 2.1151 2.1083 2.3679 2.4571 2.4452 3.0246 2.5491

Domain Knowledge-Based (our model) 1.8458 1.8156 1.8317 1.8961 1.9667 2.4675 2.2576

Hybrid Learning-Based 0.0769 0.0794 0.0812 0.0775 0.0733 0.0819 0.2515

Table 1: RMSE of DT modeling results.
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Figure 14: Deviation distribution along the measuring path.

due to the overlooked modeling modules (residuals, in red) in
Fig. 13. The process variables associated with the observation
parameters reflect the influence of the individual modules of the
DT modeling on the final model results. In industrial practice,
the accuracy of DT modeling can be further optimized at mi-
cro/meso scale by extending the model chain or implicitly cov-
ering the residuals that are overlooked during DT development;
correspondingly, the cost of DT modeling normally increases.
With this constraint, hybrid learning-based DT modeling en-
ables achieving a balance in the development and deployment
of DT models on demand with optimal efforts while meeting in-
dustrial quality requirements depending on the final modeling
uncertainty.

5.3. Discussion

Results of the case study prove that the proposed hybrid
learning-based DT is capable of learning uncertainties of the
interaction of machine tools and machining processes in real
industrial environments, thus enabling estimation and enhance-
ment of the modeling reliability, depending on the data quality
and accessibility. Nevertheless, there are several further im-
provements that can be investigated to transfer this work to
broader industrial applications.

• Force model. A position-based force model was incorpo-
rated into the AI model. Extending the output for online
parametrization can facilitate adaptive process control. In
addition, an extended inclusion of MRS is envisioned to
further enhance the model precision.

• Stiffness model. The stiffness uncertainty was imputed
on measured value with expert knowledge. In engineer-
ing practice, developing hybrid learning stiffness models
regarding the machine, workpiece, and cutting tool is ben-
eficial to the more adaptive and imprecise implementation.

• Process model. A feature-specific process model was
leveraged to simulate the process uncertainty. Adaptive
spatial partitioning or a similar hybrid learning process
model can further improve the UQ in complex free-form
simulation in a process-parallel manner.

• Model chain. The trial VMMNet is to be tested with more
real manufacturing cases, and extended and modified with
other NN modules in terms of generality and causality in-
ference.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

This paper proposes a modeling framework for hybrid
learning-based DT for manufacturing process with the corre-
sponding trial implementation. We have constructed a data pro-
cessing procedure to contextualize metadata sources across the
process chain, and a modeling pipeline for the integration of
production domain knowledge and AI techniques. In addition,
we have designed an implementation architecture for building
hybrid learning-based DT that takes into account the multi-
fidelity nature of industrial data. This research work indicates
that hybrid learning-based DTs can learn uncertainties from
real-world manufacturing environments and estimate / enhance
the model reliability according to the disparate data availabil-
ity and fidelity. In future research, we envision the further in-
vestigation of the proposed hybrid learning-based DT modeling
approach and enhancement of the individual modules (cutting
force model, stiffness model, process model, etc.) as well as
the entire model chain based on more industrial cases covering
disparate manufacturing scenarios. In addition, we plan to de-
velop approaches for automatic reparametrization of the models
within this model chain, enabling the DT to self-adaptive pro-
cess control in dynamic environments.
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